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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for submitting your work. I have several questions and comments that may not be applicable in your geographic area, but I hope that they stimulate conversation and possibly even initiate other research.

1. The number of patients in the series is somewhat small. Are you able to collect a historical control group in your institution for comparison?

2. The number of patients left at the end for follow up is also limited (8/16) severely hampering your ability to comment on outcomes.

3. The DASH questionnaire has been in use for many years. Did it help to discern any differences in the patients that were seen in follow-up? Did it highlight the patients that complained of skin tears with minor trauma?

4. How would you use dermal substitutes or collagen matrices such as Integra/Matriderm or Primatrix in your management of burn patients treated with ED?

5. Have you had the opportunity to use ReCell(spray on epithelial cells) in your practice? How would you incorporate this approach in the ED management of hand burns?

6. Where do silver dressings fit in your management of second degree burns?

7. Have you considered the use of allograft or xenograft to cover the wounds after the application of ED?


9. You mention that there were several patients that had evidence for deeper wounds and that they underwent further debridement prior to SOC. Does this suggest that the ED was not complete in removing their burned tissue?
10. Do you use a Weck knife or Humby knife in your necrosectomy? Do you have other debridement modalities available such as the Versajet (High pressure water debridement.) or Misonix (High frequency vibration debridement) which may remove thinner layers of necrotic/burned tissue than the standard knives?

11. In the background section I noticed that you stated that the SOC is often associated with poor functional or aesthetic outcomes. Would it be more precise to say that third degree burns or deep burns are associated with poor functional and cosmetic outcomes in spite of the SOC?


13. Are you able to comment on invasive wound infection or cellulitis in the patients treated with ED?

14. Did the need for further debridement in patients with deep burn wounds noted after ED suggest progression of the burn injury of incomplete debridement of the wound by the enzyme agent?

15. Time to application of the ED agent was on average 24 hours. Did this time change for those patients with circumferential wounds or wounds that were of concern for treatment with escharotomy? Did this 24 hour time to application have any effect on the length of time that the tissue might have been under stress from high compartment pressures? Was ED used in lieu of escharotomy on these burn patients?

Thank you again for submitting your work. I hope that these questions are of interest to you. I am looking forward to your reply.
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